
01. Pair up with another creative and sit facing each other. 

02. Divide the Question cards equally among the pairs 
(if only 2 people are playing, keep all the cards). 

03. Together with your partner, take turns: draw a card from the 
pile and ask your partner the question. Practice active listening 
with the response, and feel free to ask a follow-up if the answer 

isn’t clear.

01. Use the Statement cards instead.
02. Pick only one card from the deck, and use it as a starting point 

for a conversation.  
 03. Use the cards from only one chapter to focus the dialogue 

on a specific theme.

INSTRUCTION

THE DIALOGUE 

10-20 min 2-20 people
(Per deck of cards)

Good activity for ice-breaking 
or community building. 

If the cards are divided between 
too many pairs, there will be fewer 
questions for each to work with. 

ALTERNATIVE PL AY

01. Draw a line in the room. One side of the line represents ‘agree’ 
and the other ‘disagree’. 

02. The moderator picks a random Statement card (from the whole 
deck or from a specific chapter), and reads it aloud to the group. 

03. The moderator gives everyone a few moments to decide if they 
agree or disagree with the statement, and then counts to 3 while they 

move to the side of the room that represents their standpoint 
(agree or disagree). 

04. The moderator calls on a few participants to explain their 
position.

Step 4 can also be turned into a debate where the pros and cons are 
argued on each side. 

INSTRUCTION

OVER THE LINE

15-30 min 
(4-8 questions & answers)

4-100 people
Needs a moderator

Good warm-up exercise 
when digging into this material. 

Participants might follow others
if they are not sure of the answer. 
To avoid this, the moderator might 

give more time to think before asking
everyone to pick a side. 

ALTERNATIVE PL AY

01. Form a circle, with all Question cards in the middle.
Choose a first player to kick things off.

02. The player takes one of the cards and asks the question out loud.

03. Then, she/ he chooses who in the group will answer that question, 
and hands the Question card over to that person. 

04. The chosen player answers the question, and starts 
a new round (from Step 2).

01. Instead of choosing who to answer the question, you can also try 
playful or random ways of selecting who will answer it. For example, 

try folding a paper plane and throwing it; whoever it lands closest 
to answers the question. 

02. Crumple the Question card into a ball and throw into the group like a 
bride’s bouquet. The person closest to where the card lands answers the 

question. 

INSTRUCTION

HAND OVER A QUESTION

10-20 min 4-30 people

ALTERNATIVE PL AY

01. Form a circle, with all Action cards in the middle. 
Choose a first player who will kick things off.

02. The player picks a random Action card and reads it aloud to the group. 

03. Then, she/ he chooses who in the group most needs 
that action, and hands it to that person.

04. The player explains why she/he has chosen to ‘commission’ 
the work to that particular person.

05. The selected person answers by explaining if she/he is 
happy to receive the action and why. 

06. Then, the person who receives the Action card starts
 a new round (from Step 2).

Read the Action card out loud and ask who needs it. 
This can serve for getting to know each other better. 

INSTRUCTION

YOU NEED THIS IN YOUR LIFE

10-20 min
+ optional time to execute 

action (as needed) 

4-30 people

Allow for time to actually execute the 
action, ranging from an hour to a week, 

depending on your need.

If the people in the group 
don’t know each other well, 

this might be hard.  

ALTERNATIVE PL AY

 If the group is too big, a majority of the people will be 
passive most of the time. Solve it by breaking into smaller groups 

of 4-6 people to keep everyone active and involved.





01. Divide the group in three. Each group is responsible 
for one set of cards, the Action, the Statement, and the Question 

cards. Someone is selected to go first. 

02. The player stands at the front of the group, 
and describes her/his personal best case scenario, and worst, 

for ten years in the future. 

03. Based on the story, each of the groups selects 
a card from their stack that will best help that person to avoid 

the doom scenario.

04. Each person takes a turn in the hot seat. 

Instead of describing the worst and best case scenarios, pose the challenge: 
Describe your creative career in ten years’ time.

INSTRUCTION

HEAVEN OR HELL

30-120 min 6-30 people

ALTERNATIVE PL AY

01. Everyone picks a random Question card.

02. Get out of your (class)room and ask this question to the first six 
people you see.

03. Write down their names and answers. 

04. Consider the answers you got, and formulate your own opinion.

05. Regroup, and share your experience with the other players

Use Statement cards instead and ask people to 
explain their reaction to it.

INSTRUCTION

GET INPUT FROM THE WORLD

20-60 min 1-30 people

If you are dealing with strangers, 
give them a bit of context before you 

ask the question.

Some questions might be
 seen as provocative 

or confrontational by people.
Remember to develop 

your entrepreneurial side! 
Don’t just describe your personal and 

creative side, but also your career.

If players aren’t familiar with 
the cards, it might take a while 

to find the right one to 
hand the person as advice. 

ALTERNATIVE PL AY

01. Find one card from any category that annoys you most, 
and come up with a creative way to destroy it.

02. Also, select your favourite card and find a way to share it 
with the world (make a t-shirt, put it online, etc.).

INSTRUCTION

EMBRACE OR BURN 

10-60 min
+ possible extra time for sharing 

with the world

1-30 people 30-60 min 6-18 people

01. Pick one Question or Statement card for the group. 

02. Use the Six Thinking Hats technique by Edward de Bono: Each student 
gets one colour, which represents a thinking style, or “hat”. (For more 

information, you can find the rules online.) 

03. Each student speaks about the card from the perspective of his/her 
coloured hat. Here are the colours: 

BLUE: Control the time and order of all hats. 
WHITE: Objective and neutral thinking.

RED: Emotional. Express yourself without justifying why.
BLACK: Negative judgement. Why things are going to go wrong.
YELLOW: Positive judgement. Why things are going to go right.

GREEN: Open possibilities, alternatives and new ideas.

Everyone wears the same coloured hat, and run the group discussion
as a series of rounds for each of the six hats.

INSTRUCTION

SIX THINKING HATS

A good game to help you look at things from various perspectives 
and to learn to speak out.

ALTERNATIVE PL AY

Destroying something can be potentially dangerous, 
be safe!

If in a group, before destroying the cards have a discussion about 
why you dislike it. Also, follow up later on how you shared the 

favourite cards with the world. 





01. Sit on the floor, with all Question cards in the middle. 
Choose a first player to kick things off.

02. Pick a random card, and read the question aloud.
Give your answer to it. 

03. Then, give the card to someone else, who you believe 
will have a similar answer. 

04. The chosen player answers the question, and then 
starts a new round (from Step 2).

Read the question out loud, answer it, and ask for a show of hands 
how many agree. This way involves more people per question and answer.

INSTRUCTION

YEAH BUDDY!

10-20 min 5-15 people

ALTERNATIVE PL AY

01. Divide the group into two teams. One team is ‘pro’ and one is ‘con’. 

02. Pick a random Statement card and read it aloud.

03. Give the teams 3 minutes to discuss between themselves how 
they’ll best argue for or against (depending on which team they’re on) 

the statement. 

04. Each side gets 30 seconds to argue for their side, pro or con. 
After one team speaks, the other gets a chance to respond. 

Repeat 2-3 rounds per question.  

01. Give more time to research the question and form arguments. 
02. One player takes a Statement card and argues their side in front 

of the rest. Discuss in pairs or within group.

INSTRUCTION

DEBATE THE STATEMENT 

20-60 min 6-30 people
Optional moderator

Pre-select the best debatable
statements from the stack, also

based on a certain topic if needed. 
 

The shy ones may not talk, 
so a moderator can help invite 

everyone to speak.

ALTERNATIVE PL AY

01. Everyone picks a random Action card each. 

02. Read your card to yourself and decide if you like it or if 
you want to trade it. 

03. Open the floor for trading: Anyone who isn’t happy with his/her 
card can try to convince others with more interesting cards to make a 

trade. Keep trading until everyone has a suitable card.

04. Take turns to describe the action you have, what you think 
about it, and how you will go about executing it. 

INSTRUCTION

TRADE ACTIONS

10-20 min
+ optional time to execute action

(as needed)

4-30 people 20-60 min
+ optional time to execute action 

(as needed)

4-30 people

01. Everyone sits in a circle, with the Statement cards and 
Question cards in the middle. Someone is selected to be first 

player to kick things off.

02. The player picks a random Statement card 
and Question card. 

03. The player uses the two cards as inspiration to come up 
with a new idea for an artwork or action, which can be 

completed within 60 minutes.

04. Everyone to the left of the player takes the role as the 
public and gives feedback on the idea from the public’s 

perspective. Everyone to the right of the player takes the role 
as the Business Manager and gives feedback on how the 

project could strengthen the entrepreneurial skills 
of the player.

05. After discussing, a new player starts a new round (from 
Step 2), either going around the circle or by the current player 

selecting the next one.

INSTRUCTION

CONNECT THE DOTS

Some card combinations really don’t match; more creativity
in interpreting them will be needed.

If no one will trade there is no game.

If the group doesn’t know each other at all this activity
will fall flat. 

After trading, if one or more people are still unhappy with their 
action, they can draw a new card from the deck. Or, you can 

include blank cards and make it a group exercise to come up with a 
suitable card for the person. 




